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Examining Layers Exposed by a Recent Small Landslide Rob climbs up a landslide
alongside the trail. The trail it? self was probably underwater in the spring,
encourag? ing the instability. The landslide has exposed "the till •  the glacial
boulder- clay material that was deposited dur? ing the late Ice Age as the ice was
melting." Right: Rob points out the layered sand and gravel beds. "Each gravel bed
would be one winter's accumula? tion. And the next sand layer would be the
summer's accumulation. The next gravel would be the winter accumulation, and so
on." I would estimate that today, perhaps at least as much again as we see flowing
on the surface is flowing underneath. And maybe twice as much is flowing
underneath, through the boulders. I think Clyburn Brook probably flows on surface
pretty well all the summer long. Otherwise you wouldn't find fish in the river in any
substantial quantity. And it appears to be a fishing river. (We stop and look at  the 
fallen  bank alongside  the  trail.   See photos above.) It's a good landslide, this one.
This just happened last fall, or last winter. This is a brand-new landslide. There's no
vege? tation growing on it yet. It may be as re? cent as maybe just 6 weeks old or
so-- probably in the spring floods. When the river backs up in the springtime, and
the water's going downstream at the great rates that it goes at, the toe--the bottom
of the landslide--we call it the toe of the landslide or the toe of the bluff--gets
underwater, lies underwater. And therefore the weight of the overbur? den, the
rocks and sand and clay on top, is lifted a little bit. And the whole thing is no longer
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